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ABSTRACT

A segment table origin (STO) stack control system
employed in a data processing system which enables
dynamic access over a plurality of virtual spaces, and in
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which the STD stack is retrieved depending upon the
contents of a plurality of control registers which specify
given control register are changed to register a new
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STO STACK CONTROL SYSTEM
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
(1) Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a segment table ori

gin address (STO) stack control system, and particu
larly to a STO stack control system employed in the
data processing system which enables dynamic access
over a plurality of virtual spaces, and in which the STO
stack is retrieved depending upon the contents of a

2

tional system erases the registration (i.e., the STD data)
ofthe STO-ID on the cold side, ie. the data having the
STO-ID corresponding to the other of the two control
registers. Therefore, access over two virtual spaces, i.e.,
over a virtual space designated by the contents of the
given one of the control registers and a virtual space

designated by the contents of the other control register,
is greatly limited. This is because, since most of the

dynamic access over different virtual spaces is effected
over virtual spaces which are recently used, it is not
preferable, in the above-mentioned case, to erase the
plurality of control registers which specify virtual
STO~ID on the cold side. Moreover, in the conven
spaces, In this system. when the contents of a given
tional data processing system, access over different
control register are changed to register new STO data
spaces is effected by using a common area which tem
having a nevi STO identi?er (STO-ID) in the STD 15 porarily stores the contents of a virtual space. There
stack and when it becomes necessary to erase the STO
data of an old Sto~ID due to a limitation on the number

of storage positions on the STO stack, non-correspond~
ing STO data having an old STO-ID is not erased
where the registration thereof is was performed on a
basis of the virtual space that corresponds to the content

fore, the processing ability of the conventional system is

greatly decreased especially when the access over dif
ferent virtual spaces is effected.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to
of another control register but, instead, the STO data
enable dynamic access between a plurality of virtual
corresponding to the old STO-ID registered on the
spaces in a data processing system which employs a
basis of the virtual space corresponding to the control
25 multi-virtual memory system.
register whose contents are changed, is erased.
It is another object of the present invention to pre
(2) Description of the Prior Art
vent the decrease in the processing ability of a data
In a conventional data processing system which em
processing system even when the dynamic access over
ploys a multi-virtual memory system dealing with mul
a plurality of virtual spaces is effected.
tiple virtual spaces. it is accepted practice to register
According to the present invention, an STO stack
STO-ID‘s corresponding to virtual spaces in the STO
control system is provided which comprises an STO
stack. to retrieve the STO stack when a virtual space is
changed. and to supply the retrieved STO-ID to a table
stack that registers STO data based on STO-ID's gener
lookaside buffer (TLB) so that the STO-ID is stored in
ated on the basis of the hashed results of input data
the TLB together with the data that designates corre
designating virtual spaces. In the system the STD stack
spondence between a real address and a virtual address. 35 is retrieved when the input data is changed, the STO-ID
However. in a data processing system which enables
generated by using the STO stack is transferred to a
access over. for example. two virtual spaces or, in other
TLB when the data corresponding to the STO-ID has
words. in a data processing system which is based upon
already been registered in the STD stack, a new

a so-called great virtual memory system which couples
STO-ID is formed when the STO data corresponding to
two virtual spaces having de?nite maximum sizes into 40 the STO~ID has not yet been registered in the STO
one big virtual space. two control registers are provided
stack and the thus formed STO-ID is transferred to the
to make access to the STD stack, and the STO stack is

retrieved depending upon the contents of each of the

table look-aside buffer TLB after the corresponding
data is registered in the STO stack and, at the same time,
when the old STO-ID‘s having the same value as the

control registers
In registering the STOID, on the other hand, the 45 newly formed STO-ID already have their data regis
STO-lD‘s are generated by hashing the contents of the
control registers. Therefore. some of the generated
STO-ID‘s may assume the same value despite the fact

that the control registers actually have different con
tents. Therefore. the STO stack is divided into two
ways. or portions. i.e.. up side and down side, so that

tered and the number of the old STO-ID’s pieces of data
is larger than that of the storage positions of the STD

stack, at least one of the pieces of data corresponding to
the old STO‘ID’s is erased. The STO stack control
system includes a plurality of control registers for stor

two STO-lD's which have the same value are extracta

ing input data designating virtual spaces, the STD stack

bly or identi?ably registered onto the STD stack, and

is retrieved depending upon the contents of the plurality
of control registers that correspond to the plurality of

when it is necessary to register a new STO-ID that
assumes the same value as the registered ones, the older 55 virtual spaces, and when the contents of a given one of

one is erased from the two existing STO-ID’s. Below,
the registered STO-ID which is utilized most recently is

the control registers are changed and the data corre
sponding to the old STO-ID that is to be erased is the

called a hot STO-ID and the other one is called a cold

data corresponding to the old STO-ID that corresponds

STOID.
The above-mentioned erasure processing has hereto
fore been put into practice. In a data processing appara

to a space other than the old space speci?ed by the

contents of the other control register, the correspond
ing data of said old STO-ID is not erased but, instead,
the corresponding data of the old STO-ID correspond
ing to the old space is erased.

tus in which access over two virtual spaces is permitted,
however. when the contents of a given one of the two
control registers are changed to register a new STO~ID,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
the old STO-ID on the cold side (i.e., the one that will 65
be erased) may often happen to be a S'I'O-ID that is
FIG. 1 is a block circuit diagram of a STO stack
generated on the basis of the contents of the other of the
control system which is an embodiment of the present
two control registers. Even in such a case, the conven
invention;
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FIG. 2 is a format diagram of a STO-ID used in the

system of FIG. 1;

4

Bits “l” to “6" correspond to the result that is obtained
by hashing the content of the control register 1 or 2.
On the STO stack 4, as mentioned above, STO-ID‘s

FIG. 3 is a format diagram of a control information
have been registered that correspond to virtual spaces
CNT stored in a STO stack included in the system of
5 and that were once used in the computer system. In the
FIG. 1; and
diagramed example, the STO-ID’s are registered in the
FIG. 4 is a diagram of a process for determining the
STD stack 4 such that the contents of the control regis
STO-ID that is to be erased by the erasure processing
ters 1 or 2 and of the control register 3 are stored on the
unit of FIG. 1.
STD stack 4, and addresses of the locations of the stored
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
contents corresponds to the STO-ID‘s.
EMBODIMENT
Let it now be assumed that the contents of the control
An embodiment of the present invention will be de
register 1 are changed by using, for example, a load
scribed with reference to the attached drawings. In
control (LCTL) instruction in the above-mentioned
FIG. 1, reference numeral 1 denotes a primary control
system. In this case, contents of the control register 1

register (CR1), 2 denotes a secondary control register

are selected by the in-pointer 15 which is controlled by
instruction, and are hashed by the hashing unit 9 to first
which gives a page size or a segment size, 4 denotes a
access, for example, the upper portion 5-U in the STO
STO stack, S-U denotes an upper portion of the STO
stack 4. Then, the found processing unit 11 discrimi
stack, 5-D denotes a lower portion, 6 denotes a region
nates whether the contents read from the upper portion
for storing the content of the control registers l or 2, 7
5-U of the STD stack 4 are in agreement with the con
denotes a region for storing the contents of the control
tents ofthe control registers 1 and 3, i.e., whether or not
register 3, 8 denotes a region for storing the control data
the contents of the regions 6 and 7 are in agreement
CNT, 9 denotes a hashing unit, 10 denotes a portion
with the contents of the control registers 1 and 3. When
instructing unit or selection unit, 11 denotes a found
the contents are in agreement, the-output of the hashing
25
processing unit which discriminates whether or not the
unit 9 is passed in the form of bits "I" to "6" of the
corresponding content is registered on the STO stack 4
corresponding STO-ID, to the bit adding unit 19. The
when the contents of the control register 1 or 2 are
bits “F‘” and “0" are added in the bit adding unit 19
changed, 12 denotes a logic circuit portion, 13-1 and
relying based upon the processing (mentioned later) of
13-2 denote STO-ID set registers into which the STO
the logic circuit 12. Access is then made to the lower
-ID‘s converted by the STO stack 4 will be set, 14-1 and
portion S-D of the STD stack 4 irrespective of whether
14-2 denote matching units, 15 and 16 denote in-pointers
the contents read from the upper portion S-U are in
(selectors). 17 denotes an out-pointer (selector), 18 de
agreement with the contents of the control registers 1
notes an erasure processing unit, and 19 denotes a bit
and 3 at the time when the access to the STD stack is
adding unit.
35 effected. When the contents of the control registers 1
The STO stack 4 stores the contents of to the control
and 3 are not in agreement with the upper portion S-U
register 1 or 2 whose bit lengths are, for example, 18
or the lower portion 5-D, the found processing unit 11
bits, and which include the addresses for indicating
sends a "not found” signal to the logic circuit 12.
virtual spaces, stores contents of the number zero con
When the found processing unit 11 outputs the
trol register 3, and stores the control data CNT, in a
“found” signal (when the data are in agreement), the
manner as mentioned below. That is, the contents of the
logic circuit 12 instructs the bit adding unit 19 to add
control register 1 or 2 are selected by the in-pointer 15.
the bit “F" and the bit “0" to the output from the hash
The selected contents. the contents of the control regis
ing unit 9, and further issues a set instruction to the
ter 3, and the control data CNT are stored in a location
STO-ID set register 13-1 so that the STO-ID which is
(CR7), 3 denotes a number zero control register (CRO)

determined by the result that is obtained by hashing the 45 generated by using the STD stack 4 is set into the regis
contents of the selected control register using the hash
ter 13-1. The STO-ID set into the register 13-1 is then
ing unit 9, and based on the portion selected by the way
transferred to the table look-aside buffer TLB.
instructing unit 10. For example, both the upper portion
The same process is effected when the contents of the
5-U and the lower portion 5-D have 64 locations or
control register 2 are changed. When the “found" signal
words and one of the locations is selected by the 6 bits
is issued from the found processing unit 11, the logic
hashed result obtained by hashing the contents of the
circuit 12 changes the hot/cold bit (H/C) in the control
control register 1 or 2 whose bit lengths are 18 bits.
data CNT (FIG. 3) corresponding to the read data.
First. the way instructing unit 10 instructs that the data
which is in agreement, to a hot status. and changes the
are to be stored in the upper portion 5-U. However, if
hot/cold bit in the control data corresponding to the
other data has been stored in the corresponding loca
read data, which is not in agreement to a cold status.
tion, the data is stored in the lower portion S-D. If other
and then rewrites the data onto the STO stack 4.
data has already been stored both in the upper portion
FIG. 3 shows a format of the control data CNT, in
and in the lower portion, the erasure processing is car
which the bit CR1/CR7 designates whether the data
ried out. which will be described later.
stored at this location corresponds to the control regis
The result hashed by the hashing unit 9 corresponds
ter 1 or to the control register 2. If the bit is
the
to bits " l " to “6“ of the STO-ID which consists of eight

bits as shown in FIG 2. The bit adding unit 19 adds bits
"F" and ~‘0" of FIG. 2 to these 6 bits and constitutes the
STO-ID. When the STO stack is full and the data corre
spondig to the old STO-ID is erased, the bit "F" is

inverted. The bit “0" designates the storing position of
the upper portion S-U or the lower portion 5-D. and is
used to distinguish the two STO-ID‘s from each other.

data was generated on the basis of the control I'egister 1.
and if the bit is
the data was generated on the basis
of the control register 2. The bit "V" designates
whether the stored content is valid or invalid. The bit
“H/C“ shows whether the data is hot or cold. The bit
“F" represents the fact that the STO stack is full under
the condition that the portions are both valid. When the
“not found" signal is issued. the bit "F“ is inverted and
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In other words, it indicates that the content of the
control register 1 had been registered in either one of

is set into the STD stack 4 and into the STO-ID set
register 13-] or 13-2.
When the STO stack 4 is to be retrieved as a result of
the change of contents of the control register 1 as men

the portions and the contents of the control register 2
had been registered in the other portion. The erasure
processing unit 18 further (iii) determines whether the
STO-ID is to be erased depending upon the "forbid"
signal produced by the matcing unit 14-] or 14-2 when
the logic level is
When the “forbid“ signal has not been issued. the

tioned above, the contents read from the upper portion
S-U and the contents read from the lower portion 5-D
may both be valid, and the found processing unit 11 may
issue the "not found" signal. In such a case, the data is
newly registered stored relying upon the contents of the
control register 1 at that time. That is, the contents of 0 erasure processing unit 18 indicates the erasure of the
registration on the side where the bit “H/C" is cold. as
the control register 1 are newly written at a location in
shown in FIG. 4. When the “forbid" signal is issued due
the STO stack 4, i.e., at a location whose address is
to the change of contents of the control register 1, the
provided by the output ofthe hashing unit 9. It need not
erasure processing unit 18 indicates the erasure of the
be pointed out that the bit "H/C“ in the control data
registration on the side whose “CRl/CRT' bit desig
CNT in the thus written contents is set to hot. If any
nates the control register 1. When the “forbid" signal is
other data is already stored in the location which is
issued due to the change of contents of the control
indicated by the output of the hashing unit 9 and which
register 2, the erasure processing unit 18 indicates the
is located in either the upper portion S-U or the lower
erasure of the registration on the side whoe "CRl/CRT'
portion S-D, the bit “H/C" corresponding to the other
bit designates the control register 2. The erasure pro
data is set to be a cold status.
cessing unit 18 can be constructed by using, for exam
In newly writing data, if other register contents are
ple, a simple memory means.
already stored in both the upper portion S-U and the
When the registration is erased in the STO stack 4 as
lower portion S-D, i.e., if the data stored has two old
mentioned above, the virtual space corresponding to
STO-ID's which have the same value (bits “1" to “6")
the erased STO-ID need not be processed in the data
as the STO-ID that is to be newly registered on the
processing system. At the same time, the correspon
stack, either one of the two pieces of data correspond
dence data between the real address and the logic ad
ing to the old STO-ID’s can be erased from the STD
dress stored in the TLB become invalid and are. hence.
stack 4. In this case, the logic circuit 12 sets the S'I‘O-ID
invalidated on the TLB.
into the STO-ID set register 13-1 if the bit CRl/CR7
Processing by the logic circuit 12 mentioned above is
designates the control register 1 and sets the STO-ID
brie?y summarized as follows:
into the register 13-2 if the bit CR1/CR7 designates the
control register 2, with reference to the content of the
(i) HOT/COLD control.
When the contents of the upper portion S-U and the
bit “CR1/CR7" on the side where the bit “H/C" is
lower portion S-D are read out, the bits “H/C" are
cold. In this case, the STO-ID which is generated for
renewed. Further, the cold side is extracted under the
new registration is supplied to the matching units 14-1
conditions that the STO stack is full and the "not
and 14-2. When the STO-ID to be newly registered is
found” signal is issued.
generated due to the change in the content of the con

(ii) Flipper control.

trol register 2, the matching unit 14-1 examines whether

In the case that STO stack is full and “not found" is
issued. the bit “F“ is inverted and is set into the STO-ID
set register and into the STO stack.

or not the STO-ID is in agreement with the content of

the register 13-1. When they are in agreement, the
matching unit 14-] produces a "forbid" signal. Further,
when the STO-ID to be newly registered is generated
due to the change in the contents of the control register

(iii) Valid control.
Processing for determining whether the contents

1, the matching unit 14-2 examines whether or not the 45 read from the STD stack is valid or invalid.
(iv) “CRl/CR7 FLAG" control.
STO-ID is in agreement with the content of the register
Processing for setting the "CRl/CR7 FLAG“ bit
13-2. When they are in agreement, the matching unit
depending upon the contents of the “CRl/CR7“ bits
14-2 also produces a “forbid‘” signal.
read from the upper portion S-U and the lower portion
As shown in FIG. 4, the erasure processing unit 18 of
S-D.
FIG. 1, (i) determines whether the erasure processing is
According to the present invention as illustrated in
effected responsive to the change of contents of the
the foregoing, registration on the cold side on the STD
control register 1 or 2 (CR1 in FIG. 4 indicates that
stack is not simply erased. but is erased depending upon
erasure is effected due to the change of contents of the
whether the contents of the control register 1 or the
control register 1), and (ii) determines whether or not
, control register 2 are changed, so that the registration is
the bit “CRl/CR7 FLAG" which is provided, for ex
not undesirably changed. Moreover, in the system ac
ample, in the erasure processing unit 18, assumes the
cording to the present invention, it is possible to effect
logic level “1". In this case. the logic level "1“ is deter
dynamic access over the virtual space designated by the
mined by the result that is hashed by the hashing unit 9
contents of the control register 1 and the virtual space
and by the result that is instructed by the portion in
designated by the contents of the control register 2 in a
structing unit 10, and indicates that the bit "CRl/CR7 “
manner as if these virtual spaces are included in one big
had been registered in the upper portion 5-U and in the
lower portion S-D in a way as described below.
virtual space. Therefore, the processing ability ofa data
processing system does not decrease even when dy
namic access over two virtual spaces is effected.
Bit CRl/CR7

Upper portion S-U

O

l

Lower portion S-D

l

0

65

We claim:

1. A segment table origin (STO) stack control system
connected to a table look-aside buffer (TLB). compris

7
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7. A STO stack control system according to claim 6.
wherein said control data further includes validity data
which indicates whether the STD data stored in the
location is valid or invalid.
8. A STO stack control system according to claim 5.
6, or 7, wherein said system further comprises a logic

a STO stack divided into portions, that stores STO
data based on STO identi?es (STO-ID's ) gener
ated in dependence on the basis of hashed results of

input data designating virtual spaces, and in which
system said STO stack is retrieved when the input

data is changed, the STO-ID generated by using
said STO stack is transferred to the TLE when the

circuit portion, operatively connected to said STO

STD data identified by the STO-ID has already

stack and said control registers, which renews said con
trol data.

been registered in the STD stack, a new STO-ID is

9. A STO stack control system according to claim 1.
formed when the STO data identi?ed by the O
wherein said system further comprises a found process
STO-ID has not yet been registered in the STO
ing unit, operatively connected to said STO stack and
stack and the thus formed STO-ID is transferred to
said control registers, for discriminating whether the
the TLB after the STD data is registered in the
contents of one of the control registers are registered on
STD stack and, at the same time, when the old
the STO stack when the contents of the one of the
STO-lD’s having the same value as the newly

formed STO-ID already have the corresponding

control registers are changed.

STO data registered and the number of the old
STO-ID's is equal to the number of locations of the

wherein said system further comprises an erasure pro

10. A STO stack control system according to claim 1.

cessing unit for determining which of the STD data
STO stack, at least one of the old STO-ID’s is
20 which is erased.
erased; and
11. A STO stack control system according to claim
a plurality of control registers, operatively connected
10,
wherein said erasure processing unit invalidates data
to said STO stack, for storing the input data desig
in the TLE corresponding to the erased STO data.
nating virtual spaces, the STD stack is retrieved
12. A STO stack control system according to claim 1,
depending upon the contents of said plurality of
wherein said system further comprises:
control registers that correspond to a plurality of
a plurality of STO'ID set registers. operatively con
nected to said STO stack and said control registers.
each corresponding to one of the control registers;
and

virtual spaces, and when the content of a given one

of the control registers is changed and the STO
data having the old STO-ID that is to be erased is

the STD data generated in dependence upon the
contents of the control register other than the
given control register, if the STD data to be erased

a plurality of matching units, operatively connected
to said STOJD registers and said control registers.

corresponds to the STO-ID presently used, the
STD data corresponding thereto is not erased but,

registers with the STO-ID newly produced when

which compare the contents of said STO-lD set

the contents of the control register are changed.

instead the STO data corresponding to the STO'ID
not presently used is erased.
2. A STO stack control system according to claim 1,

13. A STO stack control system according to claim 1,
wherein said system further comprises a bit adding unit.
operatively connected to said control registers and said
STO stack, which adds a ?ipper bit and a bit 0 to the

wherein said STO data are stored in the STD stack in a
manner such that that the contents of each of the STO
-ID's correspond to the address of the location of the
STD stack.
3. A STO stack control system according to claim 1
or 2, wherein said STO stack is divided into two por

hashed results of the input data designating virtual
spaces, thereby forming an STO~ID.
14. A segment table origin (STO) control system.

comprising:
?rst and second control register means for storing

tions.

4. A STO stack control system according to claim 3, 45
wherein said STO stack has an upper portion and a

lower portion.
5. A STO stack control system according to claim 2,
wherein said STO stack comprises STO data storage
areas including:

storing STO data. generated from the control reg
ister data, in dependence upon the STO-ID; and
50

a register area for storing the contents of one of said

control registers; and
a control data are for storing control data for each

location thereof.
6. A STO stack control system according to claim 5, _

wherein said control data includes register data which
designates the control register whose contents are
stored in the location and use designation data which
indicates whether the STD data stored in the location
has been recently used or not.

control register data;
STO stack means. operatively connected to said first
and second control register means. for generating
an STO-ID from the control register data and for

control means, operatively connected to said ?rst
control register means. said second control register
means and said STO stack means. for determining

which STO data should be erased in dependence
upon whether the STO data is old. which of said
first and second control registers has had its con

tents changed, whether the STO-ID ofthe changed
contents matches the STO-ID of the STO data
stored in the STO stack and which control register
data is stored in this location.
i
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